


- Barcelona's local media company

- TV, radio, content platforms (Movistar, 

Vodafone, Orange), internet, social media

- owned by Barcelona's Town Council.

- €16’5M/year

- public service 

- Catalan 

- Barcelona metro area (2'5M people)

- news, culture, films and documentaries, 

education,...



multiple impact, new paradigm 

→ Fragmentation

→ Big players

→ More structural costs

→ Budget debate and cuts

→ Audience migration

→ Brand migration
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… you may pretend to ignore it, but you won’t change it
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What do we do?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnFEJsZSQ9o
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not a TV

Web

Facebook

Twitter

Youtube

Off-line

Movistar +

Vodafone 

One

Subway

TV

Instagram

91.0 fm

betevé

Local2

Local1

TDT
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screens and 

audiences

Be in different screens to reach multiple audiences. Not 

just TDT, with an average 65 year old viewer.   

age
13-17 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 +65

Youtube 

(32%)

Twitter 

(32%)

Instagram 

(37%)

Web 

(29%)

Facebook 

(32%)

TDT 

(54,4%)
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KPI

If audiences are everywhere, why measuring only one single 

indicator (share) that refers to only one single screen?

Kantar Media: 113 audimeters

Konodrac (smart TV): 250.000 devices

New Key indicator: ‘minute consumed’

1 minute (TV) = 1 minute (on demand) = 1 minute (Facebook) 

= 1minute (Youtube) = ...
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Challenge:

How can we maintain all those 

screens and stay competitive and 

sustainable?
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Opportunity:

Doing things differently
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1.Contents for 

ALL screens
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Youtube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkkg8_WXCFA
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Facebook

Youtube

Website

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV6YnSJ5YLM
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Website

Twitter

Facebook
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2. Do what others 

won’t do (without 

forgetting who 

you are)
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Sexual education 

for teenagers
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Made by people with disabilities that aspire 

to normalize their presence in media. 

Through theatre, painting, music or other 

capabilities, we will get to know stories of 

people with different disabilities where the 

most important thing is not what they can't 

do, but what they CAN do.
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3. Explore and 

innovate 
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January 2015

First ‘mobile only’ 

news coverage 

ever

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFE8iN6So28
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January 2018

Face tracking 

massive event

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Tcjdb9Fua4
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June 2018

Other languages
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4. Collaboration
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Syndication!
BARCELONA

BERLIN

SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON

HONG KONG

MILANO

...
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5. Work with 

brands
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Commercials

Branded content



image vertical
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Va Passar aquí

Sponsored content

Replicating our popular content Va 

Passar Aquí (‘It happened here’), we 

offer brands the chance to explain 

themselves through history, the same 

way we do with these 5 minute 

historical capsules (and a shorter 

version for social media). 

SEAT and the local Gas Company are 

some of the brands that have joined 

this new format of sponsored content.
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6. Anticipate
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Next: betevé’s OTT

+ personalization

+ interaction
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Sergi Vicente
svicente@beteve.cat

@sergivicente


